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Press, Inc.
In [CH] E-theory was introduced, one of the many remarkable
achievements being a nice description for the operations in KK-theory. This
new approach turned out to be more flexible, especially in dealing with
non-nuclear C*-algebras, an important role being played by the excision
property. It was also proved (see [CH] and [D]) that excision holds
without performing stabilizations, and consequently one can define non-
periodic homology theories using asymptotic homomorphisms.
In this paper we show how E-theory can be constructed using only
V-homomorphisms. The homomorphisms which are used are the ‘‘expected’’
ones, i.e., those given by equivalence classes of asymptotic homomorphisms.
We shall follow the steps in [CH] and [D], but translating everything in
the language of homomorphisms. It turns out that this can be carried out
without major difficulties. On the other hand the product and the excision
property are given easier descriptions in this context. Ocasionally we shall
indicate some general results which might bring a better understanding of
certain E-theoretical constructions. For example the Puppe exact sequence
is shown to hold for any ‘‘virtual homotopy theory,’’ described purely in
categorical terms. Also the construction for the product is in part based on
a ‘‘diagonal shifting construction.’’
The material is organized as follows. In Section 1 we give a description
for what we call a virtual extension. This is described in categorical terms.
A Puppe-type exact sequence is described. This will give in particular the
‘‘easy’’ exactness for E-cohomology (that is, when the first variable is fixed).
In Section 2 we study the functors A [ Cb(X, A), A [ Cb(X, A)C0(X, A)
and we give some technical lemmas which will later be used for E-theory.
In Section 3, we restrict our attention to E-theory, for which we apply the
general results previously introduced and we construct the product. The
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1. VIRTUAL EXTENSIONS
The main object of study in this section is described by the following.
1.1. Definition. By a virtual extension of the category of C*-algebras
we mean an assignment, for any two C*-algebras A and B of a set V(A, B)
together with an ‘‘action’’ of V-homomorphisms on it, that is, for any
C*-algebra D one has a map V(A, B)_HomC*(B, D) % (:, ,) [ , V : #
V(A, D) such that
(V1) ( b ,) V : =  V (, V :) for all , # HomC*(B, D),  #
HomC*(D, E), : # V(A, B);
(V2) IdB V :=: for all : # V(A, B);
(V3) if for any C*-algebra B we take 0B to be the null V-homo
morphism: B  B, then for any :, ; # V(A, B) we have 0B V :=0B V ;;
(V4) (fibered sums are V-fibered sums) for any four C*-algebras
A, B, D, E and : # V(E, A), ; # V(E, B) , # HomC*(A, D) # HomC*(B, D)
with , V := V ; and one between , and  surjective, there exists
# # V(E, AD B) such that pA V #=: and pB V #=;; here by AD B we
denote the fibered sum defined as [(a, b) # AB: ,(a)=(b)] and
pA : AD B  A and pB : AD B  B are the restrictions of the projections
from AB to A and B.
1.2. Remarks. In the above definition we do not require the system
V(. , .) to define a category. The third axiom allows one to define for any
two C*-algebras A and B a unique element 0VAB # V(A, B) defined by
0VAB=0B V : for any : # V(A, B). This element satisfies the following
property: Suppose we have three C*-algebras A, B, D and we take
: # V(A, B), , # HomC*(B, D) arbitrarily. Then if we take 0BD : B  D to be
the null V -homomorphism, we have 0BD V :=, V 0AB=0VAD .
1.3. Suppose the above data are given. The elements of V(A, B) will be
called virtual homomorphisms from A to B. The element 0VAB will be called
the null virtual homomorphism. We define, for any two C*-algebras A, B
a relation on V(A, B) in the following way. We say that :, ; # V(A, B) are
homotopic if there exists # # V(A, B[0, 1]) such that :=ev0 V # and
;=ev1 V #. Throughout the entire paper we shall denote, for a C*-algebra
B and a locally compact space X by BX the C*-algebra of continuous func-
tions: X  B which vanish at infinity, and for any x # X by evx : BX  B the
evaluation map at x.
1.4. Lemma. (i) On V(A, B) the above relation is an equivalence
relation.
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(ii) If :, ; # V(A, B) are homotopic and ,,  # HomC*(B, D) are
homotopic V -homomorphisms then , V : and  V ; are homotopic.
(iii) For : # V(A, B) the following are equivalent:
(a) : is homotopic to 0VAB ;
(b) there exists # # V(A, B(0, 1]) such that :=ev1 V #.
Proof. (i) Clearly the homotopy is reflexive, and symmetric. For tran-
sitivity one uses axiom (V4) for the system B[&1, 0] wev0 B wev0 B[0, 1].
(ii) This is clear following the homotopies , V :&, V ;& V ; and
the ‘‘gluing’’ property (transitivity) of homotopies.
(iii) Suppose : is homotopic to 0VAB . That is, there exists
’ # V(A, B[0, 1]) such that ev0 V ’=0VAB and ev1 V ’=:. Take the com-
mutative diagram
A ww’ B[0, 1]
0VAB ev0
B 0B B
the commutativity being understood in V(A, B). Let us remark that the
fibered sum of the system B[0, 1] wev0 B w0B B is exactly the direct sum
B(0, 1]B. The projection on the first factor is the given by B(0, 1]
B  B(0, 1]/B[0, 1]. In particular, if we take #=pB(0, 1] V ’ #
V(A, B(0, 1]) and i to denote the inclusion B(0, 1]/B[0, 1] we get a
factorization ’=i V #. On the other hand a=ev1 V ’=(ev1 b i) V #=ev1 V #,
so we get statement (b).
The converse implication uses axiom (V3). Indeed, suppose : satisfies (b).
Take ’ # V(A, B[0, 1] to be defined as ’=i V #. Then ev0 b ’=(ev0 b i) V #=
0B(0, 1]B V #=0VAB and ev1 V ’=(ev1 b i) V #=ev1 V #=:. K
1.5. Suppose that a virtual extension V(. , .) is fixed. For any two
C-algebras A and B we denote by Vh(A, B) the set of homotopy classes
of elements in V(A, B). We shall regard Vh(A, B) as a pointed set, the
distinguished element being the class, denoted shortly 0, of 0VAB .
Suppose E is a C*-algebra. For any C*-algebra A we shall denote
Vh(E, A) by hVE(A) or simply h(A) when there is no danger of confusion.
Using the above Lemma it is clear that h defines a covariant functor from
the category of C*-algebras to the category of pointed sets.
1.6. Theorem. Suppose ?: A  B is a V -homomorphism. Let C? denote
the fibered sum of the system A w? B wev1 B(0, 1]. Then the sequence of
pointed sets h(C?) w
h( pA) h(A) wh(?) h(B) is exact.
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Proof. Let x # h(A) be such that h(?)(x)=0. This means that x is a
class of a virtual homomorphism : # V(E, A) such that ? V : # V(E, B) is
homotopic to 0VEB . By Lemma 1.4, there exists # # V(E, B(0, 1]) such that
? V :=ev1 V #. We thus have a commutative diagram (in V(E, B))
E ww# B(0, 1]
: ev1
A ? B
Using axiom (V4) there exists _ # V(E, C?) such that pB(0, 1] V _=# and
pA V _=:. But this shows exactly that x=[:] # Ran h( pA). So we get
h(?)&1(0)/Ran h( pA).
Conversely, let x # Ran h( pA), say x=[ pA V ;] with ; # V(E, C?). Using
the commutativity of the diagram
C? wwww
pB(0, 1] B(0, 1]
pA ev1
A ? B
we get h(?)(x)=[(? b pA) V ;]=[(ev1 b pB(0, 1]) V ;]. So if we take +=
pB(0, 1] V ; # V(E, B(0, 1]) what we get is exactly h(?)(x)=[ev1 V +]. But,
according to Lemma 1.4, any virtual homomorphism of the form ev1 b + is
homotopic to 0VEB , that is h(?)(x)=0, so Ran h( pA)/h(?)
&1(0). K
1.7. For E-theoretical purposes, one would like to have group structures
on the the set Vh(E, A). I turns out that this can be obtained using suspen-
sions. Since the ‘‘action’’ of the category of C*-algebras is ‘‘on the left’’, we
shall consider only a partial suspension. For this purpose we define, for any
virtual extension V(. , .), its suspension as Vs(A, B)=V(A, B(0, 1)). The
fact that Vs is indeed a virtual extension follows from the following.
Proposition. Suppose V(. , .) is a virtual extension. Suppose F: C*  C*
is a functor with the following properties:
(i) It commutes with the fibered sums. That is, if we have
A w: D w; B with one between : and ; surjective, then the canonical map
F(AD B)  F(A)F(D) F(B) is an isomorphism.
(ii) If we take 0 to be the trivial C*-algebra, then F(0)=0.
(iii) If :: A  B is surjective, then so is F(:): F(A)  F(B).
Then VF (A, B)=V(A, F(B)) with the ‘‘action’’ defined as : VVF ,=F(:) VV ,
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Proof. First we have F(0AB)=0F(A)F(B) for any two C*-algebras A and
B. In particular, for any C*-algebra B we have F(0B)=0F(B) which proves
axiom (V3) for VF. The axioms (V1) (V2) are obvious. Finally axiom (V4)
follows from the assumption made on F. K
Clearly the suspension functor s: B [ B(0, 1) satisfies all the properties in
the Proposition above.
It is easy to construct then a group structure on V sh(A, B) in the follow-
ing way. One takes B(0, 1)B(0, 1) w+B B(0, 1) to be the map defined by
+B( f , g)(t)={ f (2t)g(2t&1)
if t12
if t12
The above map is nothing but a homomorphism: B(0, 1)0 B(0, 1) 
B(0, 1) (we considered of course the trivial system B(0, 1) wev1 0 wev0
B(0, 1)). This allows one to define a map +VB : V
s(A, B)_Vs(A, B) 
Vs(A, B) as a composition V(A, B(0, 1))_V(A, B(0, 1))  V(A, B(0, 1)0
B(0, 1)) ww
+B* V(A, B(0, 1)). This of course factors through homotopy
and because the V -homomorphisms + b (+_Id), + b (Id_+): B(0, 1)
B(0, 1)B(0, 1)  B(0, 1) are homotopic we get the desired group struc-
ture on Vsh(A, B). Because B [ +B is natural, we get that for any
V-homomorphism :: B  C the map Vs(A, B) w: V V(A, C) gives rise to a
group homomorphism: V sh(A, B)  V
s
h(A, C).
Of course, the identity element in V sh(A, B) is 0 (the class of the null
virtual homomorphism).
From Theorem 1.6 one can derive, in the usual way (see [Ka] or [Ro])
a long exact sequence contructed as follows. First denote by Wn(. , .)
the virtual extensions defined as W0(. , .)=V(. , .) and reccursively by
Wn+1(. , .)=(W n)s(. , .). For fixed E and V(. , .) we define hn(B)=W n(E, B).
The exact sequence associated to a V -homomorphism ?: A  B is
} } }  hn+1(B)  hn(C?)  hn(A)  hn(B)  } } }  h0(B).
The maps in the above sequence come from the following maps:
? VWn : Wn(E, A)  Wn(E, B)
pA VWn : W n(E, C?) to Wn(E, A)
j VWn : Wn(E, B(0, 1))=W m+1(E, B)  W n(E, B)
where j : B(0, 1)  C? is the inclusion f [ (0, f ) # AB(0, 1]. (For details
see [D], [Ka].)
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2. THE VIRTUAL EXTENSION EX (. , .).
In this section we shall define a certain virtual extension, which is the
main object of study for E-theory. First let us fix, throughout the entire sec-
tion a locally compact Hausdorff _-compact space X which is not compact.
The _-compactness assumption is needed for the existence of a countable
compact exhaustion for X. By this we mean a sequence K=(Kn)n # N of
compact sets such that Kn /K1 n+1 for all n # N with n # N Kn=X.
Suppose K=(Kn)n # N and L=(Ln)n # N are two such sequences. If
r: X  X is a continuous map, we write Kor L if r(X"Kn)/X"Ln for all
n # N.
For any C*-algebra A we denote by AbX the C*-algebra of all
bounded continuous functions f : X  A. The norm is the sup-norm. For
any V-homomorphism ,: A  B we denote by ,bX: AbX  BbX the
V-homomorphism defined by (,bX( f ))(x)=,( f (x)) for all x # X.
2.1. Remark. A simple application of the Bartle-Graves Theorem shows
that for any sujective V-homomorphism ,: A  B, the corresponding map
,bX: AbX  BbX is again a surjective V-homomorphism. (Note that this
doesn’t require any assumption on the space X.)
2.2. Definition. For any C*-algebra A we denote by AX or simply
by A the quotient AbXAX. For any V-homomorphism ,: A  B, one can
uniquely define a V-homomorphism ,X: A  B as the homomorphism





This clearly makes sense because ,bX(AX)/BX. A first set of properties
we shall need is contained in the following.
2.3. Proposition. (i) If ,: A  B is injective then so are ,b and ,.
(ii) The correspondences A [ Ab and A [ A are exact functors:
C*  C*. They both satisfy conditions (i)(iii) in Proposition 1.7.
Proof. We shall deal only with the first condition in part (ii) (the other
ones are immediate; see [Na] for details).
Let A w: D w; B a pair of V -homomorphisms with : surjective. We
want to show that the canonical map (AD B)  AD B is an
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isomorphism. To do so it will suffice to construct a V -homomorphism in
the other direction which is a right inverse for the above one. Take
(a, b) # A D B, that is a # A, b # B and :(a)=;(b) # D. Sup-
pose a=[ f ], b=[ g], with f # AbX and g # BbX. Here we denote by [] the
class modulo AX (resp. BX). What we then have is : b f&; b g # DX.
Choose a lifting h # AX for this difference. So, replacing f by f&h we can
suppose that : b f =; b g. We have thus found a function u: X  AD B,
defined by u(x)=( f (x), g(x)). Clearly u # (AD B)bX. We define
8(a, b)=[u] # (AD B). If f $ # AbX and g$ # BbX are another pair such
that a=[ f $], b=[ g$], : b f $=; b g$, then the corresponding u$ has
obviously the same class as u. So the map 8: A D B  (AD B) is
correctly defined.
Clearly 8 is a V-homomorphism and the composition A D B w
8
(AD B)  AD B is the identity.
2.4. Corollary. The systems eX (A, B)=HomC*(A, BX) define a
virtual extension.
Proof. Everything is a simple application of Proposition 1.7. First we
take the trivial virtual extension V(A, B)=HomC*(A, B). With the help of
the functor F: A [ AX, we get another virtual extension. K
Next we introduce a class of homomorphisms which will be extremely
useful in what follows.
2.5. Definition. For any C*-algebra A and any continuous map
r: X  X we define a V-homomorphism denoted by .Ar : [A
bX]bX  AbX
by (.Ar ( f ))(x)=( f (x))(r(x)) for all x # X, f: X  A
bX, f # [AbX]bX. Let us
also denote for any C*-algebra B by qB : BbX  BX the canonical map.
It is very easy to see that if f # [AbX]X, then .Ar ( f ) # AX. In particular
.Ar gives rise to a V -homomorphism 8
A
r : [A
bX]X  AX. To make the
exposition easier we shall omit, from now on, X when it is fixed. So 8Ar is









commutative. We shall call 8Ar the r-diagonal shift. (If we regard the
elements of [Ab]b as functions F: X_X  A, then (.Ar ( f ))(x)= f (x, r(x)),
which justifies somehow the name we use.)
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Up to this moment the assumption of _-compactness for X was never
used. This will be used in the remaining part of this section. The following
result is the main technical tool which will enable us to construct the
product.
2.6. Lemma. Let D be a separable C*-subalgebra of Ker(qA). Suppose
an exhaustion K=(Kn)n # N for X is given. Then there exists another exhaus-
tion L=(Ln)n # N such that for any continuous map r: X  X with Kor L we
have 8Ar (D)=0.
Proof. Because of the exactness of the functor B [ B we have
Ker(qA)=Ran(iA), where iA : AX  AbX is the inclusion. The C*-
algebra D being separable, there exists a countable set M=[an : n # N]
which generates D as a C*-algebra. The proof will be finished if we find L
such that for any r as in the statement we have 8Ar (an)=0 for all n.
For any n write an=(iA)(bn) with bn # [AX]. For any such bn choose
a representative in [AX]b, that is a bounded continuous function
fn : X  AX. Then an will be represented by fn but this time regarded as a
function: X  AbX.
For any n # N we define Sn= f0(Kn) _ } } } _ fn(Kn). From the continuity
of the maps fn we get that the sets Sn are compact subsets in AX. In par-
ticular each of them is an equicontinous family of functions: X  A. So for
each n there exists a compact subset Un of X such that &g(x)&1n for all
g # Sn and all x # X"Un .
We take then L=(Ln)n # N to be any exhaustion such that Ln #Un&1 for
all n1.
Let us see that such a choice of L works. Suppose r: X  X is a con-
tinuous map such that r(X"Kn)/X"Ln for all n. Take k to be any integer.
Let nk be another arbitary integer. Suppose x # Kn+1"Kn . Because
n+1k we have fk(x) # Sn+1. In particular, for any y # X"Un+1 we will
have & fk(x)( y)&1(n+1). Since Kor L and x  Kn we have r(x)  Ln .
But then (use Ln #Un+1) this gives & fk(x)(r(x))&1(n+1).
One way to read this is exactly &(.Ar ( fk))(x)&1(n+1) for all
x # Kn+1"Kn . But this shows clearly that .Ar ( fk) # AX




In the previous Lemma we have dealt with separable C*-subalgebras of
algebras of type B. Regarding these situations we give a technical result.
2.7. Lemma. Suppose A is a C*-algebra and D is a separable
C*-subalgebra in AX. Then there exists a separable C*-subagebra B of A
such that D/Ran i  where i: B/A is the inclusion.
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Proof. Roughly speaking, the Lemma seys that ‘‘one can assume that A
is separable’’. Take [an : n # N] a dense set in D, and let fn # AbX be repre-
sentatives for them. Fix K=(Kn)n # N an exhaustion for X. For any positive
integers k, m, n take a family of open sets (U xkmn)x # Kn defined by
Uxkmn=[ y # Kn : & fk( y)& fk(x)&1m]. Those sets form an open cover for
Kn . So there are x1 , ..., xl # Kn such that Kn=U x1kmn _ } } } _ U
xl
kmn .
So if we let, (k, m, n are fixed) Skmn=[ fk(x1), ..., fk(xl)], what we get is
that for any y # Kn we have dist( fk( y), Skmn)1m. So if we take
S=k, m, n # N Skmn we will get a countable set which contains in its closure
the ranges of all the functions fk , k # N. That is, if we take B to be the
C*-algebra generated by S, it will be of course separable, and fk # BbX, for
all k. But this gives that ak # i (B) and we are done.
Another useful result, which will be proved in the same spirit, is the
following.
2.8. Lemma. Suppose we have J, A C*-algebras such that J is an ideal
in A. (Here by ideal we mean closed and two-sided ideal.)
Then for any separable C*-subalgebra D of A there exists a positive ele-
ment u # A such that
(i) &u&1;
(ii) u } D/J;
(iii) [u, D]=0;
(iv) xu=ux=x for all x # D & J.
Proof. By Lemma 2.7 we can assume that A is separable. Take
(vt)t # [0, ) to be a continuous quasicentral approximate unit for J in A.
This means that the map [0, ) % t [ vt # A is continuous and
lim
t  
(vt a&avt)=0 for all a # A
lim
t  
vt x=x for all x # J
Fix K=(Kn)n # N an exhaustion for X. Define, using Urysohn’s Lemma, for
any n a continuous map /n : X  [0, 1] such that /n(x)=0 for all x # Kn
and /n(x)=1 for all x # X"K1 n+1 . Then define T: X  [0, ) by
T(x)=n # N /n(x). Note that if x # X"Kn then T(x)n.
For any a # A we define two maps _a , \a : [0, )  A by _a(t)=
vt a&avt and \a(t)=vta&a, for all t # [0, ).
Next we choose a countable set M=[an : n # N] dense in D, such that
it has a subset MJ which is dense in D & J. Choose, for any n, fn # AbX to
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be a representative for an , but such that if an # MJ then f # J bX. We define
a sequence of functions gn : X  A[0, ) in the following way. If an  MJ
we put gn(x)=_fn(x) . If an # MJ we put gn(x)=\fn(x) . Because the maps fn
are continuous it follows that the gn ’s will be continuous.
We shall perform, essentially, a diagonal shift in a similar way as we did
in the proof of Lemma 2.6. Take Sn= g0(Kn) _ } } } _ gn(Kn). We get a
compact set in A[0, ), so there exists tn such that &h(t)&1n for all
ttn . Take r: [0, )  [0, ) to be any increasing continuous function
such that r(n)tn+1. Define h: X  A by h(x)=vr(T(x)) .
Let us examine now the properties of this map. First, it is clearly con-
tinuous, positive, and &h(x)&1 for all x # X. So h # AbX and we can take
u to be the class of h in A. Suppose now we fix k # N. Take nk
and x # Kn+1"Kn . One one hand /0(x)= } } } =/n&1(x)=1/n(X)0=
/n+1(x)= } } } This shows that T(x)n, hence r(T(x))tn+1 . On the
other hand gk(x) # gk(Kn+1)/Sn+1 , so according to the above evalaution
we get &gk(x)(r(T(x)))&1(n+1).
We shall interpret the above evaluation according to the following cases.
Case 1. ak # MJ . Then the above estimate says that &\fk(x)(r(T(x)))
1(n+1), that is &vr(T(x)) fk(x)& fk(x)&1(n+1). In other words
&h(x)fk(x)& fk(x)&1(n+1), for all x # Kn+1"Kn and all nk. But this
gives exactly that hfk& fk # AX. Taking classes in A we then get uak=ak .
Then by density we obtain statement (iv).
Case 2. ak  MJ . Then the above estimate gives hfk& fk h # AX, which
yields uak=ak u.
So anyway we get uak=aku for all k which proves statement (iii).
Finally statements (i) and (ii) are obvious. K
2.9. Definition. Suppose J, A and B are C*-algebras such that J is an
ideal in A and A is an ideal in B. Let D be a separable C*-subalgebra of
A. Suppose u # B satisfies conditions (i)(iv) from Lemma 2.8. Then one
can define a V-homomorphism ,u : D(0, 1)  J by ,u(x f )= f (u)x for
all x # D and f # C(0, 1). If x # D & J then ,u(x f )=0 (simply because f
can be approximated with functions of the form f (*)= g(*)(1&*),
* # (0, 1)). This shows that ,u gives a V-homomorphism 2u : [DD & J]
(0, 1)  J.
Of course, Lemma 2.8 proves the existence of such an element u (note
that the conditions in the Definition are slightly weaker than the conclu-
sion of Lemma 2.8). The next step is to show some kind of uniqueness.
2.10. Lemma. Suppose J, A, B, D and u are fixed as in Definition 2.9.
Suppose D$ and u$ also satisfy the same hypothesis and moreover DD&J=
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D$D$ & J. Denote this algebra by E. Then the V-homomorphisms 2u , 2u$ :
E(0, 1)  J are homotopic as V-homomorphisms.
Proof. Denote by 6: A  AJ=(AJ) the quotient map. Take D
to be the C*-subalgebra of A generated by D and D$. Using Lemma 2.8
we find u~ # B which satisfies the assumptions made in definition 2.9 for D .
Take u*=*u~ +(1&*)u, * # [0, 1] and define 7: D(0, 1)  J[0, 1] by
7(xf )(*)= f (u*)x. Because all the u* ’s are ‘‘good’’ for D (in the spirit
of Definition 2.9) it follows that 7 factors to a V-homomorphism
%: [DD & J](0, 1)  J[0, 1]. This proves that 2u and 2u~ are
homotopic. Simillarly, 2u$ and 2u~ are homotopic, and we are done. K
As a consequence we get that for any separable C*-subalgebra E in
(AJ) the construction yields a V-homomorphism 2: E(0, 1)  J which
is unique up to a homotopy. The homotopy class of this V-homomorphism
will be denoted by $EA, J . The presence of the C*-algebra B in our discus-
sion is mainly motivated by the possibility that A is non-unital. Of course,
one can take (to make everything more clear) B to be the multiplier
algebra of A.
2.11. Remark. The classes $EA, J have an interesting compatibility
property. This property is the following: Suppose E and E$ are two
separable C*-subalgebras in [AJ] such that E/E$ . If we denote by
}: E/E$ the inclusion, then $EA, J=$
E$
A, J b }(0, 1), as homotopy classes of
homomorphisms: E(0, 1)  J. To see this we simply take D/D$/A
separable C*-subalgebras such that E$ =D$D$ & J and E=DD & J. If
we choose u as in Lemma 2.8 for D$ it is clear that u will ‘‘work’’ for D as
well. This means that both $E$A, J and $
E
A, J are constructed using the same u.
This gives the desired property.
2.12. Example. Let us denote, for any C*-algebra B by cB : B  B the
composition cB=qB b constB where constB : B  BbX is the embedding
given by taking constant functions. Suppose J is an ideal of A such that the
quotient AJ is separable. We can take E=c(AJ)/(AJ). The above
construction yields a homotopy class of V-homomorphisms $c(AJ)A, J . If
we compose it with the suspension of cAJ we get a homotopy class of
V-homomorphisms: (AJ)(0, 1)  J. We shall denote this class by A, J or
simply by .
2.13. Example. Let M be a separable C*-algebra and let J=M(0, 1)
be regarded as an ideal in A=M[0, 1). Then the homotopy class (of
V-homomorphisms) of cM(0, 1) : M(0, 1)  [M(0, 1)] coincides with .
The proof of this fact will be made in several steps. First let us denote
for any t3 by vt : [0, 1]  [0, 1] the function defined by
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vt(*)={1 if 1t *1&1tt(1&*) if *1&1
t
Also for any + # [0, 13] we define s+ : [0, 1]  [0, 1] by
0 if *+
s+(*)={ *&+1&2+ if +*1&+1 if *+






Using the maps s+ , for any g # C[0, 1] and any + # [0, 13] one can
define ‘‘the +-squeeze’’ of g by g+= g b s+ . Note that the map
[0, 13] % + [ g+ # C[0, 1] is continuous. In particular, for any g # C(0, 1)
the set Q(g)=[g+; + # [0, 13]] is compact.
On the other hand (vt)t # [3, ) forms a continous approximate unit for
C(0, 1).
We fix an exhaustion K of X and consider the map T: X  [0, )
described in the proof of Lemma 2.8.
We consider B=A [0, 1), where A is A with a unit adjoined. Take
h: X  B to be defined by h(x)(*)=v(T(x)+3)(*). Regarded as a function:
X_[0, 1]  A , the function h has ‘‘scalar’’ values. There is no problem in
showing that if we take u to be the class of h (in B), then u satisfies the
conditions in Definition 2.8 for D=cA(A). Following the Definition, we
consider then ,u(x f )= f (u)x for all f # C(0, 1), x # D. Composing with
cA , we get that  is represented by the map (which sends J(0, 1) to 0)
: A(0, 1)  J given as (a f )= f (u) cA(a).
Note that the element u has in fact stronger properties. We have
[u, A]=0 and uA/J .
We start contructing some homotopies. Define for any & # [0, 1]
the map :& : A(0, 1) = (M  C[0, 1))  C(0, 1)  AbX=[M[0, 1)]bX by
:&((mg)f )(x)(*)= f (h(x)(*))) } g[&T(x)+3)](*) } m.
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Let us examine the properties of the maps :& . First of all it is clear that
indeed :& takes values in AbX, that is, for any x0 # X and any & we have
limx  x0 :&((mg) f )(x)(*)=:&((mg) f )(x0)(*) uniformly with
respect to *. This follows from the continuity of the ‘‘squeezing’’ operation.
Note that lim&  &0 &T(x)+3=&0 T(x)+3 uniformly with respect to x # X.
So the same argument given above shows that the :& ’s can be ‘‘put
together’’ to give a V-homomorphism :: A(0, 1)  [AbX][0, 1].
A simple computation :&((m  g)  f )(x)(0) = f (h(x)(0)) g(0) m =
f (v(T(x)+3)(0)) g(0) m= f (0) g(0) m=0 shows that in fact we have
:& : A(0, 1)  JbX. Consequently we shall have :: A(0, 1)  [J b][0, 1].
On the other hand, by the definition of h we know that for any compact
set Q/J=MC(0, 1) we have limx  (h(x) b&b)=0 uniformly for
b # Q. Now suppose the function f # C(0, 1) can be written as a product
f (’)= f $(’)(1&’) and suppose that g # C(0, 1). Then for any x # X we
have :&((mg) f )(x)(*)=F(x, *)(1&h(x)(*))Gx, &(*) m where F(. , .)
is a certain bounded continuous function and Gx, & # Q(g). But then,
using the above uniform convergence for Q = Q( g) we get that
limx   :&((mg) f )(x)(*)=0 uniformly for &, * # [0, 1].
Approximating f with functions of the above type, what we obtain is that
:&(J(0, 1))/AX. So we have :: A(0, 1)  [J bX][0, 1] such that
:(J(0, 1))/[AX][0, 1], which is the same as :(J(0, 1))/[JX][0, 1].
If we set &=0 the computation goes as follows: :0((mg) f )(x)(*)=
f (h(x)(*)) g0(*) m = f (h(x)(*)) g(A) m. But g(*) m =constA(mg)(*).
So we have :0((mg) f )(x)= f (h(x)) } constA(mg). So if we compose
with qJ (which is the restriction of qA to JbX) we get qJ (:0((mg) f ))=
f (u) } cA(mg). That is, qJ b :0=.
Let us examine what we get when &=1. Again we compute:
:1((mg)f )(x)(*)= f (h(x)*)) g[1(T(x)+3)](*) m. To make a further
computation we study three cases:
(I) *  1(T(x) + 3). Then f (h(x)(*)) = f (*(T(x) + 3) and
g[1(T(x)+3)](*)= g(0).
(II) 1(T(x)+3)*1&1(T(x)+3). Then f (h(x)(*))= f (1)=0.
(III) *1&1(T(x)+3). Then g[1(T(x)+3)](*)= g(1)=0.
The conclusion is
:1((mg) f )(x)(*)={
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Let us remark that if we take r: X_[0, 1]  [0, 1] to be the map r(x, &)=
&(T(x)+3)+1&&, the above formula says that :0((mg) f )(x)=
g(0) } (m ( f b lr(x, 1))) # J=MC(0, 1).
Define then #& : A(0, 1)=(MC[0, 1))C(0, 1)  Jb=[M(0, 1)]bX
by #&((mg)  f )(x) = g(0) } (m ( f b lr(x, &). Using the fact that
lim&  &0 r(x, &)=r(x, &0) uniformly for x # X, plus the fact that ‘‘partial
squeezing’’ [13, 1] % r [ f b lr # C(0, 1) is continuous, it follows that the
#& ’s make sense and they can be ‘‘put together’’ to form a V-homomorphism
#: A(0, 1)  [Jb][0, 1].
As mentioned before, #1=:0 . If we let &=0, we get #0((mg) f )(x)=
g(0) } (m ( f b lr(x, 0))) = g(0) } (m ( f b l1)) = g(0) } (m f ). This reads
#0((mg)f )= g(0) } const[M C(0, 1)](m f ).
Note, on the other hand that #&(J(0, 1))=0 (this corresponds to
g(0)=0.
In conclusion, if we put the homotopies : and # together, we get a
homotopy _: A(0, 1)=(MC[0, 1))C(0, 1)  [Jb][0, 1] such that:
(a) qJ b _0=
(b) _&(J(0, 1))/JX for all &
(c) _1((mg) f )= g(0) } const[M C(0, 1)](m f )
Let us define ;&=qJ b _& : A(0, 1)  J. The corresponding properties of
the ;& ’s will be
(a) ;0=
(b) ;&(J(0, 1))=0
(c) ;1((mg) f )= g(0)cM(0, 1)(m f )
But if we factorize, that is if we define $& : M(0, 1)=A(0, 1)J(0, 1)  J
to be the unique map that makes the diagram
A(0, 1) J
A(0, 1)J(0, 1)
commutative, we get a homotopy between  (at &=0) and cM(0, 1) and we
are done.
The class  constructed in 2.12 has certain functorial properties when
it is viewed as a homotopy class of virtual homomorphisms in
eX ([AJ](0, 1), J). If we regard it as a homotopy class of homomorphisms
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2.14. Lemma. Suppose I and J are ideals in A such that AI is separable
and I/J. If we take \: I/J the inclusion and ?: AI  AJ the canonical
surjection, then \ b A, I=A, J b ?(0, 1). Both terms are viewed as homotopy
classes of homomorphisms: AI  J. (Of course ?(0, 1): [AI](0, 1) 
[AJ](0, 1) is the suspension of ?.)
Proof. Let M/A be a separable C*-subalgebra which is sent by the
projection A  AI onto AI. Take in A positive elements uI , uJ such that:
(i) &uI&, &uJ&1; (ii) uI } cA(M)/I, uJ } cA(M)/J; (iii) [uI , cA(M)]=
[uJ , cA(M)]=0; (iv) xuI=uIx=x, uJy=yuJ=y for all x # cA(M) & I ,
y # cA(M) & J. (Here we used of course Lemma 2.8.)
Define :: M(0, 1)=AC(0, 1)  J[0, 1] by :(m f )(&)= f (&uI+
(1&&)uJ) } cA(m). Denote by :& the evaluation at & of :. If m # M & I then
cA(m) # cA(M) & I/cA(M) & J, so we have (&uI+(1&&)uJ)cA(m)=
cA(m). In particular we get :(m f )=0 for all f # C(0, 1). So the
homomorphisms :& give homomorphisms ;& : [MM & I](0, 1)  J . Of
course we also get a V-homomorphism ;: [MM & I](0, 1)  J[0, 1].
The assumption made on M implies that we can regard
;: [AI](0, 1)  J[0, 1]. Let us see what we get when we evaluate at
&=0, 1. Let us denote by }I : A  AI and }J : A  AJ the projections.
For &=0 we have :0(m f )= f (uJ) cA(m) which gives ;0(}I (m)f )=
A, J (}J (m) f ). In other words ;0=A, J b ?(0, 1). At &=1 we have
:1(m f )= f (uI) cA(m) which gives ;1(}I (m) f )= f (uI) cA(m). In other
words ;1=A, I . Of course, if we regard everything to take values in J we
shall have to write ;1=p b A, I . K
Using 2.11 and the above Lemma we are able now to prove an excision-
type result. This will enable us, using products (see the Corollary following
the Theorem) to prove excision.
2.15. Theorem. Let A be a separable C*-algebra, let J be an ideal in A.
Take B=AJ and ?: A  B to be the canonical map. Take C?=AB
B(0, 1] be the C*-algebra described in 1.6. Then the diagram
C?(0, 1) wwww
A(0, 1] , J(0, 1) [J(0, 1)]
pA (0, 1) [ j(0, 1)]
A(0, 1) wwwwcA(0, 1) b flip [A(0, 1)]

is homotopic commutative. (The details will appear in the proof.)
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Proof. A word of explanation. The map flip: A(0, 1)  A(0, 1) is defined
by flip( f )(*)= f (1&*). The reason for considering this map is the follow-
ing. In Example 2.12 we have considered the exact sequence 0  A(0, 1) 
A[0, 1)  A and we have seen that its  class is the same as cA(0, 1) : A(0, 1)
 [A(0, 1)]. If we consider the cone ‘‘the other way’’, that is A(0, 1]
instead of A[0, 1), then the corresponding  class is cA(0, 1) b flip.
By j: J/A we denote the inclusion.
The class A(0, 1], J(0, 1) comes from the exact sequence J(0, 1) 
A(0, 1]  C? .
With these notations everything follows from Lemma 2.13. applied to the
ideals J(0, 1) and A(0, 1) inside A(0, 1]. K
Before stating the main application of the above result let us make an
observation.
2.16. Remark. So far, starting with 2.10 we have dealt with homotopy
classes of homomorphisms which map C*-algebras into C*-algebras of
type B. Of course they can be regarded as virtual homomorphisms with
respect to eX (. , .). It is easy to see that if two homomorphisms
,, : A  B are homotopic, then they are homotopic as virtual homo-
morphisms ,,  # eX (A, B). This follows from the canonical embedding
[BbX][0, 1]/[B[0, 1]]bX.
2.17. Corollary. (Excision). Let EX (A, B) denote the set of homotopy
classes of virtual homomorphisms in eX (A, B). Suppose the following condi-
tions are satisfied:
(a) EX (. , .) defines a category, when we restrict to separable
C*-algebras.
(b) [,: A  B] [ EX[cB b ,=, b cA : A  B] gives a functor from
the category of C*-algebras to the category EX .
(c) For any V -homomorphism ,: B  D and any : # eX (A, B) we have
[, V :]=EX (,)[:] # EX (A, D).
Take J an ideal of the separable C*-algebra A. Using the notations from
Theorem 2.14 let ,: J  C? be the map given by ,(x)=(x, 0) # AB(0, 1].
Then if we apply the EX functor to ,(0, 1) (the suspension of ,) we get an
element EX (,(0, 1)) # EX (J(0, 1), C?(0, 1)), which is an isomorphism.
Proof. According to the Theorem, in the category EX we shall have a
commutative diagram
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C?(0, 1) ww
 J(0, 1)
pA (0, 1) \(0, 1)
A(0, 1) wwflip A(0, 1)
In particular if we take an arbitrary separable C*-algebra E, since flip is
anyway an isomorphism, we obtain the following property:
The map [ pA(0, 1)]*: EX (E, C?)  EX (E, A(0, 1)) has the same range as
the map [\(0, 1)]*: EX (E, J(0, 1))  EX (E, A(0, 1)).
But we know that the first map has the range equal to
Ker[?(0, 1)]*: EX (E, A(0, 1))  EX (E, B(0, 1)), acording to Theorem 1.7
(by ‘‘Ker’’ we mean the pre-image of the null class). So the above property
yields the exactness of the sequence EX (E, J(0, 1))  EX (E, A(0, 1)) 
EX (E, B(0, 1)).
This means that the functor A [ EX (E, A(0, 1)) is half-exact, which in
particular gives the desired result (see [Ka]; essentially one lets E=J(0, 1)
or E=C?(0, 1), ...)
As we shall see in the next Section, the conditions in the Corollary are
fulfilled for X=[0, ). For general spaces X little can be said. However,
Lemma 2.6 is a satisfactory starting point. We shall prove in the remainder
of this section a technical result which still holds in the general framework.
First let us make an observation.
2.18. Remark. Suppose A is a C*-algebra and M is a separable C*-sub-
algebra in [Ab]. According to Lemma 2.6 applied to D=M & Ker(qA),
for any exhaustion K there is an exhaustion L such that whenever we have
Kor L it follows that 8r(M & Ker(qA))=0. In particular, any such 8r
gives a V-homomorphism 9r : (qA)(M)  A
The following result shows ‘‘how unique’’ the above homomorphism
can be.
2.19. Lemma. Suppose M is a separable C*-subalgebra in [Ab]. Take
E=(qA)(M)/(A). Let r: X_[0, 1]  X be a continuous map such
that for any & # [0, 1] we have 8r(. , &)(M & Ker(qA))=0. Then the 9r(. , 0)
and 9r(. , 1) are homotopic as virtual homomorphisms in eX (E, A).
Proof. Let us define, using the notations from the proof of Lemma 2.6,
the map ’: [AbX]bX  [A[0, 1]]bX by ’( f )(x)(&)= f (x)(r(x, &)), for all
f # [AbX]bX, that is f: X  AbX. Everything is correctly defined and ’ is a
V-homomorphism. If take the composition :=qA[0, 1] b ’. We get
:: [AbX]bX  [A[0, 1]] with :([AbX]X)=0. In particulars : gives a
V-homomorphism ;: [Ab]  [A[0, 1]]. According to our assumption
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we of course have ;(M & Ker(qA))=0. This shows that ; can be further
factored to a V -homomorphism 1: E  [A[0, 1]]. It is obvious that 1
gives the desired homotopy between 9r(. , 0) and 9r(. , 1) . K
3. E-THEORY
In this section we shall use the results from the previous sections for a
particular situation, which seems to be the more flexible. Using the nota-
tions from Section 2, what we want is that the systems EX (A, B) define a
category when we restrict to separable C*-algebras (see Corollary 2.17).
One way to get this is (suggested of course by E-theory) is to use diagonal
shifts. There are two points to make, in order that this way would work.
I. We would like to have an existence for the r described in
Lemma 2.6.
II. We would like to have a certain uniqueness of such maps. Using
Lemma 2.20, what will be sufficient is a homotopy uniqueness.
Having these properties in mind we shall give the following.
3.1. Definition. A space X as in Section 2 is called appropriate for
E-theory if the following three conditions are satisfied:
(a) For any two exhaustions K and L there exists a continuous map
r: X  X such that Kor L.
(b) For any two ehaustions K and L there exists an exhaustions L$
such that for any two maps r, r$: X  X with Kor L$ and Kor$ L$ there
exists a homotopy s: X_[0, 1]  X connecting r to r$ with Ko s(. , &) L for
all & # [0, 1].
(c) Any two continuous maps r, r$: X  X with limx   r(x)=
limx   r$(x)= are homotopic by means of a homotopy s: X_[0, 1]  X
such that limx   s(x, &)= for all & # [0, 1]. The main result in this
paper is:
3.2. Theorem. If X is appropriate for E-theory, then the systems
EX (A, B) with A, B separable C*-algebras form a category. The corre-
spondence ,  EX (,) described in Corollary 2.17 defines a functor from the
category of separable C*-algebras to the category EX such that for any
V-homomorphism ,: D  A and for any : # eX (A, B) we have EX (,)[:]=
[, V :] # EX (D, B).
The proof will use a sequence of technical results.
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3.3. Lemma. Suppose X is as above, A is a C*-algebra, E/[A] is a
separable C*-subalgebra. Let R=(M, r, K, L, L$) be system with
(i) K, L, L$ are three exhaustions satisfying condition (b) in Defini-
tion 3.1;
(ii) The pair (K, L) satisfies Lemma 2.6 for D=M & Ker(qA);
(iii) r: X  X a continuous map such that Kor L$.
(iv) (qA)(M)=E.
Denote by 9R : E  A the homomorphism 9r described in 2.19.
Then the homotopy class of 9R as a virtual homomorphism in eX (E, A)
does not depend on the above choice of R.
Proof. First of all remark that automatically we have Kor L using con-
dition (b) in Definition 3.1, so 9R can really be constructed as indicated.
Let R1=(M 1, r1, K 1, L1, L1$) be another system fulfilling all the condi-
tion (i)(iv). Let us take K2 the exhaustion defined by K 2n=Kn & K
1
n for all
n # N. Let M2 be the C*-algebra generated by M _ M$. Clearly M2 is
separable and it still satisfies condition (iv) above. Let L be an exhaustion
given by Lemma 2.6 for D2=M 2 & Ker(qA). We define the exhaustion L2
by L2n=Ln _ L
1
n _ L n for all n # N. Clearly the triple (K
2, L2, M2) still
satisfies condition (ii) above. Take L $ an exhaustion such that (K 2, L2, L $)
satisfy condition (i) above. Let L2$ be the exhaustion defined by
L2$n =L$n _ L
1$
n _ L $n for all n # N. Finally take r
2: X  X any continuous
map such that K2or2 L2$.
These choices being made, it is clear that the system R2=
(M2, r2, L2, L2$) satisfies all the conditions in the Lemma. Take 9R2 to be
the corresponding element in eX (E, A).
It is obvious that both the systems R20=(M, r
2, K, L, L$) and
R21=(M
1, r2, K 1, L1, L1$) satisfy the same set of conditions. Of course we
actually have 8R2=9R20=9R21 , but Lemma 2.20 shows that 9R is
homotopic to 9R20=9R2 as virtual homomorphisms, and the same is true
for 9R1 and 9R21=9R2 and we are done. K
Since the existence of systems R as in the Lemma is guaranteed by
Definition 3.1 and by Lemma 2.6, we conclude that the homotopy class of
9R gives a well-defined element /EA # EX (E, A). This element depends on E
and A only. This element has a certain fuctoriality property described by
the following.
3.4. Lemma. Suppose ,: A  B is a V -homomorphism and E/[A]
and F/[B] are separable C*-subalgebaras such that [,](E)/F.
Then the homomorphisms /FB b [,
], , b /EA : E  B
 represent the same
element in EX (E, B).
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Proof. Choose M/[Ab] and N/[Bb] separable C*-subalgebras
such that (qA)(M)=E, (qB)(N)=F and [,b](M)/N.
One can easily see that there exist three exhaustions K, L, L$ and a
continuous map r : X  X such that both RM = (M, r, K, L, L$) and
RN=(N, r, K, L, L$) satisfy the conditions in Lemma 3.3. This means
that both /EA and /
F
B are constructed by means of the ‘‘same’’ diagonal
shifts. That is using the homomorphisms 8Ar : [A
b]  A and
8Br : [B
b]  B, respectively. (See 2.5 for the notations).
But this concludes the proof simply because the diagonal shifting is








is always commutative. K
Next we make the key construction which will enable us to define the
product.
3.5. Definition. Suppose A and B are C*-algebras (not yet separable)
and ,: A  B is a V-homomorphism (that is, , # eX (A, B)). Then for
any separable C*-subalgebra C/A we define a V -homomorphism
,C: C  B by ,C=/,(C)B b ,
|C . Here of course we have used the ( } )

functor which gives us the V -homomorphism ,: A  [B]. Actually
,C is not well-defined as an element in eX (C, B), but it makes sense as an
element in EX (C, B), according to the above discussion.
3.6. Proposition. Suppose ,, : A  B represent the same element in
EX (A, B). Then ,C=C # EX (C, B) for any separable C*-subalgebra C/A.
Proof. By the hypothesis there exists a V-homomorphism 7: A 
[B[0, 1]] such that ,=[ev0] b 7 and =[ev1] b 7. Let E=
7(C)/[[B[0, 1]]].
Applying the ( } ) functor we obtain [[ev0]] b 7=,. In par-
ticular we get ,(C)=[[ev0]](E). Then, according to Lemma 3.4.
we obtain that [ev0] b /EB[0, 1]=/
,(C)
B b [[ev0]
] # EX (E, B). In











B, coincides (in EX (C, B)) with C w
7 E ww
/EB[0, 1] [B[0, 1]]
ww
[ev0] B. (We say ‘‘homomorphism’’ because, in order to get a ‘‘true’’
homomorphism we need to choose a representative for /,(C).)
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So if we take 1 to be the composition C w7

E ww
/EB[0, 1] [B[0, 1]] we
obtain that [ev0] b 1 coincides (in EX (C, B)) with ,C. Analogously we get
that [ev1] b 1 concides with C. This concludes the proof because the
homotopy of virtual homomorphisms is transitive. K
3.7. Example. Suppose : A  B is a V-homomorphism. Denote by
,: A  B the composition ,=cB b = b cA . Then for any separable
C*-subalgebra C/A the element ,C # EX (C, B) is represented by
: C  B. To see this we follow the steps described above. First
we consider E = ,(C) / [B]. Let P = (C) / B. Note that
(qB) ([constB] (P)) = (qB b constB) (P) = [cB] (P) = [cB]( ty(C))
= (cB b )(C)=,(C)=E. That is, if we take in [Bb] the separable
C*-subalgebra M=[constB](P) we have E=(qB)(M).
Our next step will be to examine the restriction of a diagonal shift
8r : [Bb]  B to M. To do so we chose N/Bb a separable C*-sub-
algebra such that P=qB(N). We have M=[constB](P)=([const] b pB)
(N)=qB b b ([constB]b(N)). Recall that 8r is defined by 8r b qB b=
qB b .r : [Bb]b  B. Note that for f # N we have [constB]b( f )(x)( y)=
f (x), so .r([constB]b( f ))(x)=[constB]b( f )(x)(r(x))= f (x). This reads:
.r b [constB]b=IdB b . Composing with qB we get 8r b [constB] b qB=qB ,
which yields (9r b [constB])( p)=p for all p # P.
Suppose now r is appropriately chosen. Then 9r : E  B is defined by
9r((qB)(m))=8r(m) for all m # M. In particular if c # C we have
9r(,(c)) = 9r((cB b )(c)) = 9r([cB]((c))) = (9r b (qB) b
[constB])((c))=(8r b [constB])((c))=(c). But according to
the definition of ,C this means that ,C is represented by : C  B, are
we are done.
We can define now the candidate for the product.
3.8. Definition. Suppose ,: A  B and : D  A are V-homo-
morphisms. Suppose D is separable. We define an element [,] # EX (D, B)
in the following way. Let C=(D). Use Definition 3.5 and get ,C #
EX (C, B). According to Proposition 3.6. this depends only on the class [,]
of , in EX (A, B). Choose a representative :: C  B for ,C and define
[,] to be the representative in EX (D, B) of the composition
: b  # eX (D, B).
According to the above results we get a correctly defined map:
eX (D, A)_EX (A, B)  EX (D, B). The only thing which is left to be done is
to prove that this map factors to EX (D, A).
3.9. Proposition. Suppose A, B, D are as above. Let x # EX (A, B) and
let , \ # eX (D, A) be homotopic virtual homomorphisms. Then x=
x\ # EX (D, B).
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Proof. Let x be represented by , # eX (A, B). The assumption made
on  and \ gives a V-homomorphism #: D  [A[0, 1]] such that =
[ev0] b # and \=[ev1] b #.
Let ,[0, 1]: A[0, 1]  [B][0, 1] be the ‘‘amplification’’ of , and let _
be the composition A[0, 1] ww,[0, 1] [B][0, 1]/[B[0, 1]]. (The last
inclusion is described implicitly in 2.16.)
Let C=#(D)/[A[0, 1]]. Note that (D)=[ev0](C). Since for any







is commutative, we get ,((D))=[[ev0]](_(C)). By Lemma 3.4 we





] # EX (_(D), B).
If we compose with _ we get that [ev0] b _C represents in EX (C, B)
the same element as /,((D))B b [[ev0]
] b _=/,((D))B b ,
 b [ev0]=
,[ev0](#(D)) b [ev0]=,(D) b [ev0].
Finally if we compose everything with # we obtain that [ev0] b (_C b #)
represents in EX (D, B) the same element as ,(D) b [ev0] b #=,(D) b .
That is, if we take 1=_C b # we obtain that [ev0] b 1 represents x.
Similarly [ev1] b 1 represents x\, and as in the previous Proposition we
infer x=x\ # EX (D, B). K
3.9. Proof of Theorem 3.2. First let us check that cA : A  A defines
the identity. Using 3.7 for the V -homomorphism IdA : A  A we have
(cA)C=IdC : C/A for any separable C*-subalgebra C/A. In par-
ticular this shows that [cA]x=x for any x # EX (B, A).
To prove the other identity, let : A  B. In order to define the
product [][cA] we take C=(cA(A))/[B]. Note that for any






where :r : Bb  Bb is defined by :r( f )(x)= f (r(x)). If limx   r(x)=
then (if r is chosen appropriately) it follows that [][cA] is represented by
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But if we take a homotopy s: X_[0, 1]  X between r and IdX as in 3.1
(c) we can define #s : Bb  [B[0, 1]]b by #s(s)(x)(&)= f (s(x, &)). This
clearly gives 1: B  [B[0, 1]] which is a homotopy between ;r and
Id; . That is, ;r b  and  are homotopic as virtual homomorphisms in
eX (A, B). This shows [][cA]=[].
The associativity is an easy consequence of the following fact. Suppose
we have a C*-algebra A and we embed [[Ab]b]b in an algebra of func-
tions: X_X_X  A. Let us denote this algebra by Fun(X_X_X, A).
Then for any two maps r, s: X  X the diagram
Fun(X_X_X, A) ww1_r Fun(X_X, A)
s_1 r
Fun(X_X, A) ros Fun(X, A)
is commutative. Here we used the following notations. For any map
r: X  X we denote by r_1, 1_r: Fun(X_X, A)  Fun(X, A) the maps
defined by (r_1)( f )(x, y) = f (x, r(x), y) and (1_r)( f )(x, y) =
f (x, y, r( y)). And we also define r: Fun(X_X, A)  Fun(X, A) by
r(g)(x)= g(x, r(x)).
Finally the fact that we get a functor from the category of C*-algebras
to the category EX is a simple consequence of 3.7.
Same is true for the last condition in the statement of the Theorem. K
The above proof for associativity might seem a little bit ambiguous.
Another (more convinsing) proof can be based on an ‘‘sheaf-type’’ descrip-
tion for the product. In order to give such a description we need a couple
of definitions (the author apologizes for some badly chosen names).
3.10. Definition. (a) Suppose A and B are C*-algebras. We shall
denote by S(A) the set of all separable C*-subalgebras of A and by
P(A, B) the cartesian product P(A, B)=>S # S(A) HomC*(S, B). The
elements of P(A, B) will be called ‘‘potential germs’’. Clearly if we take
, # P(A, B) and  # P(B, C) we can define  b , # P(A, C) by ( b ,)S=
Ran,S b ,S . We then obtain a category.
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(b) Suppose ,=(,S)S # S(A) is such a potential germ and A is
separable. In particular we can take ,RancA : RancA  B
. We shall call the
composition A wcA RancA ww
,RancA B the core of , and we shall denote it
by core(,).
(c) Two potential germs , and  are called homotopic if for any
S # S(A),S and S are homotopic as virtual homomorphisms in eX (S, B).
We denote by Ph(A, B) the set of homotopy classes of potential germs. For
example for any C*-algebra B we have an element /B # Ph(B, B)
described by 3.3, 3.4.
(d) For any , # eX (A, B) if we define /(,)S to be the homotopy class
of /,(S)B b ,|S (of course by means of a representative in /
,(S)
B ), we get a
well defined element /(,) # Ph(A, B).
(e) Suppose A is separable. A potential germ , # P(A, B) will be
called a virtual germ if its homotopy class (in Ph(A, B)) coincides with
/(core(,)). We shall denote by G(A, B) the set of virtual germs.
With these notions introduced, it is clear that we come to the following.
Conclusion 3.11. (i) Suppose A is separable. A potential germ which is
homotopic to a virtual germ is itself a virtual germ.
(ii) When we restrict to separable C*-algebras the sets G(A, B)
define a subcategory in the category P. That is, a composition of virtual
germs is a virtual germ.
(iii) When we restrict to separable C*-algebras and we take Gh(A, B)
to be the set of homotopy classes of virtual germs, we obtain a category.
That is, if ,, ,$ # G(A, B) are homotopic and if , $ # G(B, C) are
homotopic, then  b ,, $ b ,$ # G(A, C) are homotopic.
(iv) The correspondence which asigns to each virtual germ its core
gives an isomorphism between the category Gh and the category EX .
Everything follows from the following fact: If  is a virtual germ and we
take ,=core(), then if we take for each C # S(A)\C to be a repre-
sentative for ,C # EX (C, B) (this class is described in 3.5.) we obtain a
virtual germ which is homotopic to .
The above assertion is essentially a consequence from 3.4 and 3.6.
Note that in this description the associativity is obvious.
3.12. Remarks. It is easy to show that EX (A, B) is in bijection with the
set of homotopy classes of aymptotic homomorphisms A  B. Here by
asymptotic homomorphism we mean a map %: A  BbX such that
(i) limx   [%(ab)(x)&%(a)(x)%(b)(x)]=0
(ii) limx   [%(a+*b)(x)&%(a)(x)&*%(b)(x)]=0
(iii) limx   [%(a*)(x)&%(a)(x)*]=0
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for all a, b # A and * # C. A homotopy between asymptotic homo-
morphisms is defined exactly as in [CH].
So, in particular if we take X=[0, ) which is clearly acceptable, we
obtain the E-category as described in [CH] (but without stabilizations), if
instead of E (A, B) we consider E (A(0, 1), B(0, 1). The suspensions are
needed for two purposes. On one hand we want group structures, and on
the other hand we need excision (see 2.17).
We end with the following question: Is it possible to describe the ‘‘univer-
sal diagonal germ’’ / # Ph(B, B) in an axiomatic way? We think that this
question arises naturally since, for example, the connecting map
A, J # E ([AJ](0, 1), J) admits such a description (cf. 2.12).
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